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(54) STICK TYPE COSMETIC MATERIAL FEEDING CONTAINER

(57) A stick type cosmetic material feeding contain-
er which houses a stick type cosmetic material in such
a manner that the stick type cosmetic material can be
fed out prevents a spiral engagement mechanism from
breaking at the uppermost limit or the like. The stick type
cosmetic material feeding container further eliminates
unsteadiness of the spiral engagement mechanism and
can obtain the stress of slide due to the spiral engage-
ment mechanism. A front cylinder 10 having a tip open-
ing hole 11 through which a stick type cosmetic material
advances and retreats is rotatably connected with a con-
tainer body 3. A core chuck member 30 having a spiral
section 34 is inserted in the container body 3 and a ro-
tation regulating mechanism for synchronously rotating
the front cylinder 10 and the core chuck member 30 is
provided. Further, an elastic engagement section 68 is
provided in a through hole 61 of an elastic cylindrical
body 60 which rotates synchronously with the container
body 3. Also, it is arranged such that a diameter of the
engagement section 68 is smaller than an outside diam-
eter of a rod 32 of the core chuck member 30 and the
engagement section 68 constitutes a spiral engagement
mechanism together with the spiral section 34 provided
on the rod 32. Thus, when an overload is imposed on
the spiral engagement mechanism at the uppermost
limit or the like, the engagement section 68 is deformed,
thereby preventing the spiral engagement mechanism
from breaking which may occur resulting from the over-
load.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a stick type
cosmetic material feeding container. It particularly re-
lates to a feeding mechanism of the stick type cosmetic
material feeding container.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A feeding mechanism of a stick type cosmetic
material feeding container, as shown in Japanese Pat-
ent No. 3029834, rotatably connects a front cylinder and
a container body and inserts therein a core chuck mem-
ber having a cosmetic material retaining section at its
front end. Further, means (rotation regulating mecha-
nism) for synchronously rotating the front cylinder and
the core chuck member are provided and also it is ar-
ranged such that the core chuck member can move in
an axial direction due to a spiral engagement mecha-
nism for spirally engaging the container body and the
core chuck member.
[0003] However, the spiral engagement mechanism
described above is composed of a male screw and a
female screw, and in the case of an engagement of such
a male screw and a female screw, it is generally inevi-
table that a mechanical space (clearance) will arise due
to the structure. Especially in the case of forming the
spiral engagement mechanism by molding using a syn-
thetic resin or the like, it is necessary to improve the
processing accuracy so as to diminish the unsteadi-
ness. And, improvement of the accuracy causes a rise
in costs.
[0004] Further, although a stick type cosmetic mate-
rial reaches the uppermost limit in a stick type cosmetic
material feeding container, a user sometimes puts an
overload on a feeding mechanism resulting from the ro-
tation by mistake in expectation of further feed of a core
of the stick type cosmetic material.
[0005] On the contrary, it often breaks out while using
the stick type cosmetic material feeding container that
an overload is put on by mistake in expectation of further
retracting of a stick type cosmetic material although the
stick type cosmetic material has almost reàched the low-
ermost limit. And there is such a case that the overload
destroys the feeding mechanism or the stick type cos-
metic material feeding container itself.
[0006] Therefore, it is set such that a prescribed du-
rability can be obtained against the overload which ex-
ceeds a load to be put at the time of ordinary use at the
uppermost limit and the lowermost limit. However, it is
considered that there is nothing else to do even though
the feeding mechanism or the stick type cosmetic ma-
terial feeding container is destroyed when a load ex-
ceeding the prescribed durability is put.
[0007] From this point of view, heretofore it has been
known that there is a mechanism for clutching the spiral

engagement of the mail screw with the female screw
getting over the end of the screw thread as one of the
means for preventing the spiral engagement mecha-
nism from breaking at the uppermost limit.
[0008] However, in the spiral engagement mecha-
nism in which an elastic deformation will not take place
on mutual engagement surfaces, for example, when
clutching takes place with a male screw getting over the
thread of a female screw, a clutch noise arises. Such a
clutch noise has an advantage of clearly notifying the
uppermost limit or the like. However, there are some
complaints such that the core of a stick type cosmetic
material is pulled back to the inside of the container by
a portion equivalent to one pitch of a screw at the time
of clutching and the clutch noise itself makes a user feel
unpleasant when using the cosmetic material container.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention is objected to provide a
stick type cosmetic material feeding container which is
secured by adopting a completely new feeding mecha-
nism capable of preventing the container from being
damaged by an overload at the feed-out uppermost limit
and the feed-in lowermost limit and which is more high-
grade by providing the user with the sensation of
smoothness in sliding when operating the feeding
mechanism.
[0010] Therefore, according to the present invention,
a stick type cosmetic material feeding container in which
a stick type cosmetic material is housed comprising:

a core chuck member composed of a cosmetic ma-
terial retaining section for retaining the stick type
cosmetic material and a spiral section which is co-
axial with the cosmetic material retaining section;
and
an elastic cylindrical body whose inner circumfer-
ential surface to be spirally engaged with the spiral
section is an engagement section capable of elastic
deformation, wherein the stick type cosmetic mate-
rial is fed out through the core chuck member due
to relative rotations of the elastic cylindrical body
and the core chuck member.

[0011] Further, according to the present invention, a
stick type cosmetic material feeding container in which
a stick type cosmetic material is housed comprising:

a front cylinder which feeds out the stick type cos-
metic material through its tip opening hole:

a container body having means for rotatably
connecting the container body to the front cyl-
inder;
a core chuck member composed of a cosmetic
material retaining section for retaining the stick
type cosmetic material and a spiral section co-
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axial with the cosmetic material retaining sec-
tion;
a rotation regulating mechanism for synchro-
nously rotating the front cylinder and the core
chuck member;
an elastic cylindrical body which has a through
hole having a diameter smaller than an outside
diameter of the spiral section of the core chuck
member;
engagement means for synchronously rotating
the elastic cylindrical body and the container
body;
an engagement section which is provided on an
inner circumferential surface of the through
hole and can be deformed; and
a spiral engagement mechanism constituted by
spiral engagement of the deformational en-
gagement section and the spiral section.

[0012] Further, according to the present invention, a
stick type cosmetic material feeding container in which
a stick type cosmetic material is housed comprising:

a front cylinder which feeds out the stick type cos-
metic material through its tip opening hole;
a container body having means for rotatably con-
necting the container body to the front cylinder;
a core chuck member composed of a cosmetic ma-
terial retaining section for retaining the stick type
cosmetic material and a spiral section coaxial with
the cosmetic material retaining section;
a rotation regulating mechanism for synchronously
rotating the container body and the core chuck
member;
an elastic cylindrical body which has a through hole
of diameter smaller than an outside diameter of the
spiral section of the core chuck member;
engagement means for synchronously rotating the
elastic cylindrical body and the front cylinder;
an engagement section which is provided on an in-
ner circumferential surface of the through hole and
can be deformed; and
a spiral engagement mechanism constituted by spi-
ral engagement of the deformational engagement
section and the spiral section.

[0013] Further, according to the present invention, it
is preferable that the spiral section of the core chuck
member is a multiple-threaded screw.
[0014] Further, it is preferable that the spiral section
of the core chuck member presses the engagement sec-
tion, whereby a spiral engagement surface is formed.
[0015] Further, it is preferable that the engagement
section is made by providing a plurality of projections on
an inner circumferential surface of a through hole of the
elastic cylindrical body.
[0016] Further, it is preferable that the engagement
section is made by providing a spiral groove on an inner

circumferential surface of the through hole of the elastic
cylindrical body.
[0017] Further, it is preferable that when the front cyl-
inder and the container body relatively rotate, the elastic
cylindrical body synchronously rotates with either of the
front cylinder and the container body and also the elastic
cylindrical body has means for applying resistance to
the relative rotations of the front cylinder and the con-
tainer body.
[0018] Thus, according to the present invention, since
an engagement section of an elastic cylindrical body can
be deformed by elasticity, an elastic deformation takes
place at the engagement section when an overload is
imposed on the engagement section at the uppermost
limit or the lowermost limit, whereby a spiral section rac-
es in the elastic cylindrical body. Thus, it is possible to
prevent a feeding mechanism, the spiral section, and
the like from breaking. Further, since it will be satisfac-
tory if an inside diameter of the engagement section is
smaller than an outside diameter of the spiral section in
the relation of the deformational engagement section
and the spiral section in a spiral engagement mecha-
nism, the present invention has such an effect that it is
possible to form the engagement section in various
shapes within a range of satisfying the condition and it
is possible to obtain the spiral engagement mechanism
capable of increasing a permissible level of processing
accuracy at the time of forming the engagement section.
[0019] Further, according to the present invention, in
a stick type cosmetic material feeding container in which
a core chuck member and a front cylinder synchronous-
ly rotate, when the front cylinder rotates with respect to
a container body, a stick type cosmetic material retained
by the core chuck member is fed out through a tip open-
ing hole of the front cylinder without rotating relatively
to the front cylinder, whereby no torsional stress arises
when a core of the stick type cosmetic material slides in
the front cylinder. Therefore, such kind of stick type cos-
metic material feeding container is particularly suitable
for a cosmetic material container to be used for a core
of a stick type cosmetic material having a thin diameter
or a core of a stick type cosmetic material having a high
viscosity or being weak which might be broken due to
torsion at the time of feeding out the stick type cosmetic
material.
[0020] On the other hand, in the case of a stick type
cosmetic material feeding container in which a container
body and a core chuck member synchronously rotate,
when the container body and a front cylinder are rela-
tively rotated, a stick type cosmetic material is fed out
of the front cylinder while rotating relatively to the front
cylinder, whereby particularly it has the effect of being
able to emphasize a cubic effect of a molded core of a
lipstick or the like which is molded by die forming of a
stick type cosmetic material.
[0021] Further, since a spiral section is rendered to be
a multiple-threaded screw, when an elastic cylindrical
body and the spiral section are spirally engaged, it is
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possible to have a wider spiral engagement surface
without having a high thread ridge and to increase the
strength of a spiral engagement mechanism as com-
pared with a single-threaded screw of the same lead.
[0022] Further, the spiral section of the core chuck
member presses an engagement section of the elastic
cylindrical body, thereby forming the spiral engagement
surface. Thus, friction always arises between the spiral
section of the core chuck member and the elastic cylin-
drical body, whereby unsteadiness at the time of rota-
tions which may mechanically occur resulting from ordi-
nary spiral engagement of a male screw and a female
screw does not arise and the sensation of smooth slide
can be provided.
[0023] Further, by providing a plurality of projections
on an inner circumferential surface of an elastic cylindri-
cal body and using the projections as an engagement
section, a spiral engagement surface of one of the pro-
jections formed on an inner circumferential surface of a
through hole of the elastic cylindrical body is deformed
and the spiral engagement is released. At the same
time, another one of the projections is spirally engaged,
whereby it is possible to establish a spiral engagement
mechanism without interruption. Also, it is possible to
minimize a clutch noise at the time of releasing the spiral
engagement which is inevitable in conventional spiral
engagement mechanisms and minimize a movement
like pulling back a stick type cosmetic material which
may take place when a male screw gets out of a top of
the thread ridge of a female screw.
[0024] This can also be achieved by forming a spiral
groove on an inner circumferential surface of the elastic
cylindrical body and using the spiral groove as an en-
gagement section.
[0025] Further, when the front cylinder and the con-
tainer body relatively rotate, the elastic cylindrical body
synchronously rotates either of the front cylinder and the
container body and also the elastic cylindrical body has
means for applying resistance to the relative rotations
of the front cylinder and the container body. Thus, it is
not necessary to have an O-ring or the like which has
heretofore applied resistance when the front cylinder
and the container body relatively rotate. Further, the
elastic cylindrical body gets involved with the rotations
of the front cylinder, the container body, and the core
chuck member, whereby it is possible to prevent these
members from being unsteady.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view showing a stick
type cosmetic material feeding container according
to a first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken along line A-A shown
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken along line B-B shown

in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional view showing a state of
the uppermost limit according to the first embodi-
ment.
Fig. 5 is an exploded view of the first embodiment,
and its (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E) are partially vertical
sections showing a front cylinder, a core chuck
member, an external cylinder, an elastic cylindrical
body, and a stopper member, respectively.
Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken along line C-C of
Fig. 5 (B).
Fig. 7 is an elevation view showing the elastic cy-
lindrical body of Fig. 5 (D).
Fig. 8 (A) is a development showing a through hole
of the elastic cylindrical body which is used in the
first embodiment, and Fig 8 (B) is a sectional view
taken along line D-D of Fig. 8 (A).
Fig 9 (A) is a development showing another exam-
ple of the through hole of the elastic cylindrical body,
and Fig. 9 (B) is a sectional view taken along line
D'-D' of Fig. (A).
Fig. 10 is a vertical sectional view showing a stick
type cosmetic material feeding container according
to a second embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 11 is a vertical sectional view showing its up-
permost limit, similarly.
Fig. 12 is an exploded view showing the stick type
cosmetic material feeding container according to
the second embodiment, and its (A), (B), (C), and
(D) are partially vertical sections showing a front cyl-
inder, a core chuck member, an external cylinder,
and an elastic cylindrical body, respectively.
Fig. 13 is a vertical sectional view showing a stick
type cosmetic material feeding container according
to a third embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 14 is a sectional view taken along line A-A
shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 15 is a sectional view taken along line B-B
shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 16 is a partially vertical section showing a cap
according to the third embodiment.
Fig. 17 is a partially vertical section showing a front
cylinder according to the third embodiment.
Fig. 18 is a partially vertical section showing a base
according to the third embodiment.
Fig. 19 is a partially vertical section showing a core
chuck member according to the third embodiment.
Fig. 20 is a sectional view taken along line C-C
shown in Fig. 19.
Fig. 21 is a partially vertical section showing an ex-
ternal cylinder according to the third embodiment.
Fig. 22 is an elevation view showing an elastic cy-
lindrical body according to the third embodiment.
Fig. 23 is a vertical sectional view showing a stick
type cosmetic material feeding container according
to a fourth embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 24 is a vertical sectional view showing a stick
type cosmetic material feeding container according
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to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0027] Terminology and the like to be used in the
present invention will be explained.

(1) With regard to a strain (deformation) and an elastic
deformation

[0028] A strain (deformation) to be stated in the
present invention means two aspects, namely, a perma-
nent strain and an elastic strain. The permanent strain
means a portion of strain which remains even after a
stress imposed is gone in the case that the stress is over
a certain limit (elastic limit), and the elastic strain means
a strain which disappears when the stress is gone. And,
an elastic deformation means a deformation which only
the elastic strain arises.

(2) With regard to spiral engagement

[0029] Generally, the function of spiral engagement is
described using a principle of bevel (wedge). However,
in the present invention, spiral engagement means that
a flank (side surface) of a male screw (spiral section)
having an inclination at a lead angle engages with a side
surface (spiral engagement surface) of a female screw
(engagement section) while rotating itself and pressing
the side surface of the female screw

(3) With regard to spiral engagement surfaces

[0030] With regard to the spiral engagement surface
described above, there are two spiral engagement sur-
faces. One is a spiral engagement surface constituted
by a side surface of a groove (female screw) which is
formed by deformation of an elastic cylindrical body
when a male screw is threaded to the elastic cylindrical
body. The other is a spiral engagement surface consti-
tuted by a side surface of a spiral engagement projection
which has already been installed on an inner circumfer-
ential surface of the elastic cylindrical body.

(4) With regard to a diameter of a through hole
(engagement section)

[0031] In the present invention, an inside diameter of
a through hole of the elastic cylindrical body at which
the spiral engagement surface described above is
formed is smaller than an outside diameter of the spiral
section provided at a rod which is situated under a core
chuck member. Further, if a projection (engagement
section) or the like is formed on its inner circumferential
surface, a diameter of a tip of the projection on its inner
circumferential side will be a diameter of the through
hole.

(5) With regard to racing

[0032] In the present invention, a spiral engagement
mechanism is constituted by the flank of the male screw
and the spiral engagement surface of the female screw
(engagement section). When an overload is put on at
the uppermost limit or the like of a feeding mechanism,
a spiral engagement is released by deformation of the
spiral engagement surface of the engagement section
of the elastic cylindrical body described above. Racing
means that at this time, the core chuck member does
not move in an axial direction, but the core chuck mem-
ber and the elastic cylindrical body relatively rotate in a
stick type cosmetic material feeding container.

(6) With regard to a material of the elastic cylindrical
body

[0033] A material of the elastic cylindrical body is a
rubber elastic body, such as NR, NBR, silicone rubber,
and EPT, or elastomer, or elastic foam polymer and the
like, or an elastic material including a sponge-shaped
substance, and a sintered madreporic body, and a three
dimensional metallic madreporic body.

(7) With regard to an elastic body which is suitable for
a through hole at which a spiral engagement surface has
not been previously formed using a projection or the like

[0034] In the case that a female screw is formed, an
elastic body having physical properties that an elastic
strain is slowly dissolved in a long period is especially
suitable. In other words, in the case that a female screw
is formed at an engagement section on an inner circum-
ferential surface of a through hole by a spiral section
(male screw) of a core chuck member and a spiral en-
gagement surface is formed, if a material of an elastic
cylindrical body has physical properties that an elastic
strain is dissolved in a short period earlier than a flank
(side surface) of a male screw pushes up the spiral en-
gagement surface on which the female screw is formed,
the spiral engagement surface will be actually deformed
into a flat surface earlier than the flank (side surface) of
the male screw pushes up the spiral engagement sur-
face on which the female screw is formed although it
looks like being spirally engaged, whereby a spiral en-
gagement mechanism cannot be constituted. Thus, the
core chuck member cannot be fed out. Therefore, such
a material is not suitable for an elastic cylindrical body
of a through hole (for example, a hole having a simple
cylindrical shape) whose engagement section is not
formed in a shape of projection.
[0035] On the other hand, in the case of the elastic
cylindrical body having physical properties that the elas-
tic strain is slowly dissolved in a long period, since the
spiral engagement surface of the female screw whose
thread ridge is formed by the spiral section is not com-
pletely dissolved while the flank of the male screw of the
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core chuck member is pushing up the female screw, the
spiral engagement mechanism is constituted by the
elastic cylindrical body and the core chuck member,
whereby it is possible to feed out the core chuck mem-
ber. Therefore, it is suitable for an elastic cylindrical
body having a through hole on which a spiral engage-
ment surface is not formed previously.

(8) With regard to the number of threads of the screw at
the spiral section and a lead 1 and a pitch p

[0036] Relation of the number of threads of the screw
to the lead 1 and the pitch p is such that in the case of
a single-threaded screw, 1 equals p, and in the case of
eight-threaded screw, 1 equals 8p. Based on the lead
1, it is determined how much the core of a stick type
cosmetic material is fed out when a user gives a turn to
the front cylinder with respect to the container body.
Thus, this has a great influence on the sensation of use
in the case of a cosmetic material container.
[0037] Further, in the present invention, a multiple-
threaded screw means a screw which has a plurality of
threads more than or equal to 2 (1=2p).
[0038] Next, a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion will fully be described with reference to the accom-
panying drawings. Figs. 1 through 7 show a stick type
cosmetic material feeding container 1 according to the
first embodiment.
[0039] As shown in Fig. 1, in the stick type cosmetic
material feeding container 1 according to the first em-
bodiment, a front cylinder 10 having at its tip a tip open-
ing hole 11 through which a stick type cosmetic material
A advances and retreats is rotatably connected with a
container body 3 having an external cylinder 40, and a
core chuck member 30 having a cosmetic material re-
taining section 31 for retaining the stick type cosmetic
material A and an elastic cylindrical body 60 which is
spirally engaged with the core chuck member 30 are
housed therein.
[0040] The cosmetic material retaining section 31 on
the tip side of the core chuck member 30 is provided
with a claw 39 for retaining the stick type cosmetic ma-
terial A. As shown in Fig. 5, at a lower part of the claw
39, an engagement section 39b slightly wider than the
claw 39 is installed. The engagement section 39b is en-
gaged with a slide groove 12 of the front cylinder 10 in
such a manner that the engagement section 39b can
slide in an axial direction, but cannot rotate, thereby con-
stituting a rotation regulating mechanism as shown in
Fig. 2 or Fig. 5(A).
[0041] At the core chuck member 30, a rod 32 is co-
axially formed running in a line with the cosmetic mate-
rial retaining section 31. At an outer circumference of
the rod 32, a spiral section 34 which is spirally engaged
with the elastic cylindrical body 60 is formed. The spiral
section 34 has a spline-shaped convex apex 33 in which
an apex of a spiral is formed like an angle. The spiral
section 34 is formed as a multiple-threaded screw which

a lead is integer multiples of a pitch as shown in Fig. 6,
and an eight-threaded screw is adopted into the spiral
section 34 in this embodiment.
[0042] A concave circular section 37 is provided at a
lower end of the rod 32, and an inner projection section
71 of a stopper member 70 fits in the concave circular
section 37.
[0043] Next, a through hole 61 is installed at the elas-
tic cylindrical body 60 which rotates synchronously with
the external cylinder 40, and an inside diameter of the
through hole 61 manufactured is size L2 which is smaller
than an outside diameter L1 of the rod 32 of the core
chuck member 30. An inner circumferential section of
the through hole 61 is formed as an engagement section
68 in which an elastic deformation will take place. The
spiral section 34 of the core chuck member 30 is spirally
engaged with the engagement section 68, whereby a
spiral engagement mechanism is constituted.
[0044] In this case, when the spiral section 34 is
threaded into the engagement section 68, a female
screw is formed on its inner circumferential surface,
whereby a spiral engagement mechanism is constitut-
ed. When the front cylinder 10 and the external cylinder
40 are relatively rotated, due to a feeding mechanism
composed of the rotation regulating mechanism and the
spiral engagement mechanism, the core chuck member
30 for retaining the stick type cosmetic material A ad-
vances and retreats.
[0045] In this embodiment, into the spiral section 34
which is spirally engaged with the elastic cylindrical
body 60, a multiple-threaded screw (eight-threaded
screw) which a lead 1 (a distance of the movement at
the time of a single rotation) is eight times as much as
a pitch p (a distance between a thread ridge and a thread
ridge) is adopted as described above. One of the rea-
sons is that the spiral engagement mechanism consti-
tuted by the multiple-threaded screw has high intensity
in the spiral engagement with the elastic cylindrical body
60.
[0046] Intensity of the spiral engagement mechanism
will be described with reference to Fig. 8 which is a de-
velopment of the through hole 61 of the elastic cylindri-
cal body 60. Incidentally, an alternate long and short
dash line 33a shows a locus of a convex apex of the
single-threaded screw, and the alternate long and short
dash line 33a in combination with an alternate long and
two short dashes line 33b shows a locus of a convex
apex of the eight-threaded screw.
[0047] Heretofore, as far as the intensity of the spiral
engagement mechanism in a cosmetic material contain-
er is concerned, even a spiral engagement mechanism
constituted by a single-threaded screw has been satis-
factory because it is made from a material, such as plas-
tic, which elasticity can be disregarded.
[0048] However, this embodiment is characterized in
that a spiral engagement surface of the engagement
section 68 which constitutes a female screw is easily
deformed by elasticity. Thus, in the case of the single-
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threaded screw (the alternate long and short dash line
33a), a load is intensively on a spiral engagement sur-
face of a projection 67a on the side of the elastic cylin-
drical body which will spirally be engaged if a load is
applied while makeup is put on. Depending on elasticity
of the projection 67a, the spiral engagement surface is
deformed and the core chuck member might fall into the
container body due to the load at the time of makeup.
Thus, it is preferable in terms of a stability of the feeding
mechanism that the spiral engagement surface is wid-
ened and the load is dispersed.
[0049] Then, as a method of securing a large area for
a spiral engagement surface of different screws having
identical leads, means for making a thread ridge high
and means for utilizing a multiple-threaded screw adopt-
ed in this embodiment have been contrived. However,
if the thread ridge is made high, it will be necessary to
make a diameter of the spiral section thick or it may
cause a problem such that a strain at the elastic cylin-
drical body 60 becomes great.
[0050] Thus, in this embodiment, the multiple-thread-
ed screw is adopted as effective means for dispersing
a load in spite that the multiple-threaded screw has the
same lead as that of a single-threaded screw.
[0051] More specifically, even though the leads are
identical, as long as heights of the thread ridges are
identical, for example. the eight-threaded screw (a com-
bination of the alternate long and short dash line 33a
and the alternate long and two short dashes line 33b
shown in Fig. 8) can obtain a spiral engagement surface
eight times as large as a spiral engagement surface ob-
tained by the single-threaded screw (the alternate long
and short dash line 33a shown in Fig. 8). Thus, it has
the advantage of intensity.
[0052] The elastic cylindrical body 60 has a front cyl-
inder fitting section 65 which rotates mutually with the
front cylinder 10 in the front cylinder 10 as shown in Fig.
5. Thus, by appropriately setting the size L3 of its outside
diameter, the front cylinder fitting section 65 is caused
to be inserted into and meet the front cylinder 10, where-
by it is possible to give resistance by appropriate rotary
friction when the front cylinder 10 and the container body
3 relatively rotate.
[0053] The elastic cylindrical body 60 is placed on a
step section 45b which is installed in the external cylin-
der 40, and also a vertical rib 64 installed at an outer
circumference of the elastic cylindrical body 60 is en-
gaged with a spline engagement section 45 installed on
an inner circumferential surface of the external cylinder
40. Thus, relative rotations are prevented.
[0054] An operative condition of the stick type cos-
metic material feeding container 1 as shown in Fig. 1
will subsequently be described.
[0055] First, when the front cylinder 10 is rotated with
respect to the external cylinder 40 which is the container
body 3, due to a rotation regulating mechanism consti-
tuted by the engagement section 39b of the core chuck
member 30 which is engaged with the slide groove 12

of the front cylinder 10, the front cylinder 10 and the core
chuck member 30 synchronously rotate, in other words,
identically rotate.
[0056] On the other hand, due to engagement of the
spline engagement section 45 of the external cylinder
40 and the vertical rib 64 of the elastic cylindrical body
60.
[0057] The rod 32 of the core chuck member 30 pen-
etrates the through hole 61 of the elastic cylindrical body
60, and the spiral section 34 of the rod 32 and the elastic
engagement section 68 provided on an inner circumfer-
ential surface of the through hole 61 constitute the spiral
engagement mechanism. Thus, the core chuck member
30 moves in an axial direction due to operation of the
feeding mechanism while rotating with respect to the
elastic cylindrical body 60. At the same time, the stick
type cosmetic material A whose tail section is retained
by the cosmetic material retaining section 31 starts pro-
jecting through the tip opening hole 11.
[0058] In the spiral engagement mechanism accord-
ing to this embodiment, the spiral section 34 of the core
chuck member 30 is spirally engaged with the engage-
ment section 68 provided on an inner circumferential
surface of the through hole 61 of the elastic cylindrical
body 60 having no projections on its inner circumferen-
tial surface as shown in Fig. 5. The relation between the
spiral section 34 and the through hole 61 at this time is
such that since a diameter of the through hole 61 is
smaller than that of the spiral section 34, when the spiral
section 34 is threaded into the through hole 61 at the
time of installation in the same manner as that of a wood
screw, the convex apex 33 of the spiral section 34 press-
es the engagement section 68 installed on an inner cir-
cumferential surface of the through hole 61 and a female
screw which is not shown in the drawings is formed,
thereby forming the spiral engagement surface in the
through hole 61. The spiral engagement surface formed
and a flank of the male screw of the spiral section 34
are spirally engaged, whereby the spiral engagement
mechanism is established.
[0059] If the female screw is formed at the engage-
ment section 68 of the through hole 61 at this time, a
strain (elastic deformation) will arise. It is justifiable that
a part of the strain exceeds the elastic limit and becomes
a permanent strain. However, it is preferable for a ma-
terial to have physical properties that the strain is slowly
dissolved in a long period.
[0060] In this embodiment, when the female screw is
formed at the engagement section 68 of the through
hole 61, the rod 32 of the core chuck member 30 always
slides in the through hole 61 of the elastic cylindrical
body 60 while causing elastic deformation of the en-
gagement section 68. Thus, unsteadiness will not arise
and frictional resistance will arise at the time of feed-out.
[0061] Fig. 4 shows a state that the core chuck mem-
ber 30 is fed out to the uppermost limit. The stopper
member 70 connected to a rear end of the core chuck
member 30 is the uppermost limit which its upper end
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surface 70a comes into contact with a lower end surface
63 of the elastic cylindrical body 60. When the core
chuck member 30 is rotated so as to feed it out further
at this time and an overload is imposed on the spiral
engagement mechanism, elastic deformation takes
place at a spiral engagement surface of the engagement
section 68 and the elastic cylindrical body 60 and the
core chuck member 30 race, thereby preventing the
stick type cosmetic material feeding container 1 from
breaking.
[0062] Further, when the container body 3 is rotated
in a direction reverse to the direction at the time of feed-
out with respect to the front cylinder 10, the stick type
cosmetic material A retreats in the front cylinder 10 due
to the feeding mechanism and a rear end of the engage-
ment section 39b of the core chuck member 30 comes
into contact with an upper end surface of the elastic cy-
lindrical body 60, whereby the lowermost limit which is
a state shown in Fig. 1 is defined.
[0063] Further, as shown in Figs. 8 (A) and 8 (B), a
plurality of projections 67 are formed on an inner circum-
ferential surface of the through hole 61 of the elastic cy-
lindrical body 60 at an interval equal to the spiral en-
gagement pitch, thereby constituting the engagement
section 68. It is justifiable that the engagement section
68 is then spirally engaged with the spiral section 34 of
the core chuck member 30, thereby constituting the spi-
ral engagement mechanism.
[0064] Further, the engagement section 68 on the in-
ner circumferential surface of the through hole 61 of the
elastic cylindrical body 60 may be the projections 67 ar-
ranged at random regardless of a lead and a pitch of the
male screw as shown in Figs. 9 (A) and 9 (B). If, for ex-
ample, the projections 67a and 67b out of the projec-
tions 67 arranged at random are spirally engaged with
the convex apex 33 of the spiral section 34 of the core
chuck member 30 and a spiral engagement surface is
formed, the spiral engagement mechanism will be es-
tablished. Further, the engagement section 68 to be
formed on an inner circumferential surface of the
through hole 61 of the elastic cylindrical body 60 is not
limited to an approximately hemispheric projection. It
may be a convex thread, a triangular pyramid, or a cone.
[0065] In such an engagement section 68, it is possi-
ble to continuously create the spiral engagement sur-
face at the time of racing, whereby the sensation of awk-
wardness which the user feels when the female screw
climes over the male screw can extremely be reduced.
Also, it is possible to provide a stick type cosmetic ma-
terial feeding container which is durable and provides
the completely new sensation of handling because even
though a part of the projections 67 is worn away, another
projection 67 can constitute the spiral engagement
mechanism.
[0066] A first advantage of the feeding mechanism ac-
cording to this embodiment is as follows. In the spiral
engagement mechanism according to this embodiment,
it is not necessary to form an ordinary female screw, and

further alignment of a male screw and a female screw
is not required. Merely by making a diameter of the
through hole 61 smaller than that of the spiral section
34 of the rod 32, extremely accurate relation between
the male screw and the female screw can be obtained
and also the through hole 61 of the elastic cylindrical
body 60 can always give frictional resistance to the rod
32 of the core chuck member 30. Thus, it is possible to
minimize mechanical unsteadiness at the time of rota-
tion which inevitably arises resulting from the spiral en-
gagement of the ordinary female screw and the male
screw, whereby a user can feel the sensation of smooth
slide.
[0067] A second advantage is that as countermeas-
ures against the overload which causes the core chuck
member 30 to rotate for the further movement of the core
chuck member 30 at the feed-out uppermost limit or the
feed-in lowermost limit, the rod 32 of the core chuck
member 30 races in the through hole 61 of the elastic
cylindrical body 60, thereby preventing the container
body from breaking or disjointing which has been inev-
itable due to the overload in the case of conventional
containers.
[0068] Heretofore, in the case that breakdown or dis-
jointing of the container body due to the overload is in-
evitable for a structural reason, proper endurance inten-
sity has been previously set as a reference value, and
it has been considered to be such a phenomenon that
breakdown of the container is inevitable when force ex-
ceeding the set value is imposed.
[0069] Further, the race is performed resulting from
elastic deformation of the engagement section 68 of the
elastic cylindrical body 60. Thus, no clutch noise like
ticktack is made unlike conventional clutch mecha-
nisms, whereby the sensation of high quality in using is
secured.
[0070] A third advantage is that when the front cylin-
der 10 and the external cylinder 40 are relatively rotated,
frictional resistance is applied to the elastic cylindrical
body 60 according to this embodiment, whereby the
stick type cosmetic material A is prevented from inad-
vertently projecting through the tip opening hole 11 of
the front cylinder 10 which may occur resulting from os-
cillation caused by transportation or movement. Thus,
this brings excellent results such that a lock mechanism
for that purpose is not required and the container which
is safe from a rotation load can be provided.
[0071] Figs. 10 through 12 show a second embodi-
ment according to the present invention. Fig. 10 is a par-
tially vertical section showing a stick type cosmetic ma-
terial feeding container 101 in which a core chuck mem-
ber 130 is located at the lowermost limit. Fig. 11 shows
a state that the core chuck member 130 is located at the
uppermost limit. Fig. 10 shows respective members
used in the second embodiment, such as a front cylinder
110 (A), a core chuck member 130 (B), a container body
103 which has an external cylinder 140 (C), and an elas-
tic cylindrical body 160 (D).
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[0072] The stick type cosmetic material feeding con-
tainer 101 according to the second embodiment will be
described in detail with reference to Fig. 10.
[0073] The stick type cosmetic material feeding con-
tainer 101 has the front cylinder 110, the container body
103 having the external cylinder 140, the core chuck
member 130, and the elastic cylindrical body 160.
[0074] As shown in Fig. 12, a cylindrical cosmetic ma-
terial retaining section 131 having a cavity section 131a
at its front end is installed at the core chuck member
130. A spiral section 134 composed of a plurality of con-
vex thread spirals is formed at an outer circumference
of a rod 132 which coaxially extends from the cosmetic
material retaining section 131. Further, at the axial cent-
er of the rod 132, a through hole 136 which a plurality
of vertical ribs 135 are formed on its inner circumferen-
tial surface is installed.
[0075] The container body 103 is provided with the ex-
ternal cylinder 140 which a shaft 142 is installed on its
bottom surface in a standing position, and an engage-
ment thread section 143 is installed on an outer circum-
ferential surface of the shaft 142.
[0076] An elastic cylindrical body 160 has a through
hole 161 whose diameter is smaller than an outside di-
ameter of the spiral section 134 of the core chuck mem-
ber 130. An engagement section 168 is installed on its
inner circumferential surface and also a vertical rib 164
is formed at its outer circumference.
[0077] The vertical rib 164 of the elastic cylindrical
body 160 is engaged with a spline engagement section
115 provided in the front cylinder 110 and the elastic cy-
lindrical body 160 is unrotatably installed at the front cyl-
inder 110. Further, in this embodiment, the engagement
section 168 provided on an inner circumferential surface
of the through hole 161 of the elastic cylindrical body
160 is formed in a shape of female screw which is
formed in the same lead and pitch as those of the male
screw of the spiral section 134 of the core chuck mem-
ber 130 and which is capable of elastic deformation.
[0078] Here, an operational state of the stick type cos-
metic material feeding container 101 will be described.
[0079] When the front cylinder 110 of the stick type
cosmetic material feeding container 101 as shown in
Fig. 10 is rotated with respect to the container body 103,
on the side of the container body 103, the vertical rib
135 of the through hole 136 of the core chuck member
130 is engaged with the engagement thread section 143
formed at the shaft 142, thereby constituting a rotation
regulating mechanism.
[0080] Further, since the engagement section 168 of
the elastic cylindrical body 160 fastened in the front cyl-
inder 110 constitutes a spiral engagement mechanism
together with the spiral section 134 of the core chuck
member 130, the core chuck member 130 starts moving
in an axial direction while rotating with respect to the
front cylinder 110. At the same time, a stick type cos-
metic material B whose tale section is retained by the
cavity section 131a of the cosmetic material retaining

section 131 starts projecting through a tip opening hole
111 of the front cylinder 110. When the rotation is con-
tinued further, the core chuck member 130 reaches the
uppermost limit at the time of feeding out as shown in
Fig. 11.
[0081] The feed-out uppermost limit in the stick type
cosmetic material feeding container 101 according to
the second embodiment is defined when an upper end
section 131b of the cosmetic material retaining section
131 comes into contact with a step section 116 provided
in the front cylinder 110. When a rotation load is imposed
so as to further rise the core chuck member 130, the rod
132 of the core chuck member 130, while it is kept en-
gaged with the shaft 142 which is installed on the bottom
surface of the external cylinder 140 in a standing posi-
tion, starts racing resulting from the elastic deformation
of the engagement section 168 provided in the through
hole 161 of the elastic cylindrical body 160, thereby pre-
venting the container from being damaged.
[0082] The difference between the stick type cosmetic
material feeding container 101 according to the second
embodiment and the stick type cosmetic material feed-
ing container 1 according to the first embodiment is as
follows. In the first embodiment, the stick type cosmetic
material A advances and retreats while the front cylinder
10 and the stick type cosmetic material A synchronously
rotate, in other words, in a state that the front cylinder
10 and the stick type cosmetic material A do not rela-
tively rotate. On the other hand, in the second embodi-
ment, the stick type cosmetic material B advances and
retreats while the front cylinder 110 and the stick type
cosmetic material B mutually rotate. In the first embod-
iment, the stopper member 70 is connected with a rear
end of the core chuck member 30, and the uppermost
limit is defined when the upper end surface 70a of the
stopper member 70 comes into contact with the lower
end surface of the elastic cylindrical body 60. In order
to prevent the cosmetic material retaining section con-
stituted by the claw 39 from being damaged at this time,
it is arranged such that the front end section cannot
come into contact with a tip of the slide groove 12. On
the other hand, in the second embodiment, since inten-
sity can be expected because the cosmetic material re-
taining section 131 is a cylindrical body having a cavity
section, the uppermost limit of the core chuck member
130 is defined when the upper end section 131b is
caused to come into contact with the step section 116
provided in the front cylinder 110 and the stopper mem-
ber is not required. Thus, it produces results such that
costs and the number of parts can be reduced at the
time of assembly.
[0083] This embodiment is characterized in that since
the stick type cosmetic material B is fed out while rotat-
ing with respect to the front cylinder 110, a cubic effect
can be produced especially in the case that a molded
core is a stick type cosmetic material like a lipstick,
thereby being superior to the first embodiment in this
point.
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[0084] As a further feature of this embodiment, the re-
lation of the engagement section 168 formed on an inner
circumferential surface of the through hole 161 of the
elastic cylindrical body 160 to the rod 132 of the core
chuck member 130 and the spiral section 134 is that
they are formed as a male screw and a female screw
which have identical leads and pitches, and even though
such screws having ordinal forms can bring good re-
sults, such as racing.
[0085] Further, the elastic cylindrical body 160 syn-
chronously rotates with the front cylinder 110 at a front
cylinder fitting section 165. Also, since an external cyl-
inder fitting section 166 is inserted in such a manner that
the external cylinder fitting section 166 slides while ro-
tating relatively to the external cylinder 140, it is possible
to reduce unsteadiness among members at the time of
relative rotations of the front cylinder 110 and the exter-
nal cylinder 140 and it is also possible to give resistance
when the front cylinder 110 and the container body 103
relatively rotate.
[0086] Figs. 13 through 22 show a third embodiment
of the present invention. Fig. 13 is a partially vertical sec-
tion showing a stick type cosmetic material feeding con-
tainer 201 according to the third embodiment. Fig. 14 is
a sectional view taken along line A-A of Fig. 13. Fig. 15
is a sectional view taken along line B-B.
[0087] Figs. 16 through 22 show each member used
in the third embodiment. Fig. 16 shows a cap 250, Fig.
17 a front cylinder 210, Fig. 18 a base 220, and Fig. 19
a core chuck member 230, respectively. Fig. 20 is a sec-
tional view taken along line C-C of Fig. 19. Fig. 21 shows
an external cylinder 240. Further, Fig. 23 is an elevation
showing an elastic cylindrical body 260 to be used in the
third embodiment.
[0088] The stick type cosmetic material feeding con-
tainer 201 according to the third embodiment of the
present invention will be described in detail with refer-
ence to Fig. 13.
[0089] The stick type cosmetic material feeding con-
tainer 201 has the front cylinder 210, the base 220, a
container body 203 composed of the external cylinder
240, the elastic cylindrical body 260, the core chuck
member 230, and the cap 250.
[0090] Similarly to the stick type cosmetic material
feeding container 1 according to the first embodiment,
the constitution is such that a stick type cosmetic mate-
rial C advances and retreats while rotating synchro-
nously with the front cylinder 210, and it is assumed that
the stick type cosmetic material feeding container 201
is preferably utilized for a lipstick, a concealer, an eye
shadow, and the like which have a cap.
[0091] As shown in detail in Fig. 17, the front cylinder
210 is a metallic front cylinder made of aluminum or the
like. A plurality of slide grooves 212 are provided in the
front cylinder 210 and a lower part of the front cylinder
210 is rotatably connected with the base 220 via a con-
nection projection thread section 213.
[0092] The core chuck member 230 shown in Fig. 19

has at its tip a cylindrical cosmetic material retaining
section 231 having a cavity section 231a, and a spiral
section 234 having a convex apex 233 shown in Fig. 20
is formed in an axial direction on a rod 232 which ex-
tends from the cosmetic material retaining section 231.
[0093] Further, a longitudinal projection 235 is in-
stalled at an outer circumference of the cosmetic mate-
rial retaining section 231 and is engaged with the slide
groove 212 of the front cylinder 210, thereby constituting
a rotation regulating mechanism.
[0094] The container body 203 according to this em-
bodiment differs from the container body 3 of the stick
type cosmetic material feeding container 1 according to
the first embodiment in that the container body 203 is
the external cylinder 240.
[0095] As shown in Fig. 21, the external cylinder 240
has a cap stop section 241 and a pinch section 242, and
in the external cylinder 240, there are provided a place
section 244 on which the base 220 is placed and an
spline engagement section 245 which is engaged with
a vertical rib 224 formed at an outer circumference of
the base 220.
[0096] As shown in Fig. 18, a spline 222 is formed at
an inner projection section 221 of the base 220, and the
inner projection section 221 is sandwiched and support-
ed by a flange upper end surface 262 and a flange lower
end surface 263 of the elastic cylindrical body 260
shown in Fig. 22. Also, by the engagement of a vertical
rib 264 and the spline 222, the elastic cylindrical body
260 is stopped so as to synchronously rotate the elastic
cylindrical body 260 and the base 220.
[0097] In a through hole 261 of the elastic cylindrical
body 260, an engagement section 268 which elastic de-
formation takes place similarly to the first embodiment
or the second embodiment is installed, and also it is
manufactured such that the size L2 of an inside diameter
of the through hole 261 is smaller than the size L1 of an
outside diameter of the rod 232 of the core chuck mem-
ber 230.
[0098] Operation according to the third embodiment
will be described with reference to Fig. 13.
[0099] First, the projection 235 provided at an outer
circumference of the cosmetic material retaining section
231 at a tip of the core chuck member 230 is engaged
with the slide groove 212 provided in the front cylinder
210, thereby constituting the rotation regulating mech-
anism. Further, a spiral section 234 of the core chuck
member 230 constitutes the spiral engagement mech-
anism together with the engagement section 268
formed on an inner circumferential surface of the
through hole 261 of the elastic cylindrical body 260
which rotates synchronously with the base 220. Thus,
when the cap 250 is removed from the container body
203 and the front cylinder 210 is rotated with respect to
the pinch section 242 of the external cylinder 240, the
feeding mechanism constituted by the rotation regulat-
ing mechanism and the spiral engagement mechanism
operates. The core chuck member 230 then rotates with
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respect to the elastic cylindrical body 260 and at the
same time starts moving in an axial direction. A stick
type cosmetic material C whose tale section is retained
by the cavity section 231a of the cosmetic material re-
taining section 231 starts projecting through a tip open-
ing hole 211 of the front cylinder 210.
[0100] Further, when the front cylinder 210 and the
container body 203 are rotated in a direction reverse to
the above, the stick type cosmetic material C retreats to
the inside of the front cylinder 210 due to the feeding
mechanism.
[0101] The feed-out uppermost limit of the stick type
cosmetic material feeding container 201 is defined when
an upper end section 235a of the projection 235 which
is formed at an outer circumference of the cosmetic ma-
terial retaining section 231 provided at a tip of the core
chuck member 230 comes into contact with a tip section
212a of the slide groove 212 provided in the front cylin-
der 210.
[0102] When turning force to cause further rise of the
core chuck member 230 is imposed after the core chuck
member 230 reaches the uppermost limit, the rod 232
of the core chuck member 230 easily races in the
through hole 261 of the elastic cylindrical body 260 and
releases an overload imposed on the stick type cosmet-
ic material feeding container 201, thereby preventing
the breakdown.
[0103] Similarly to the stick type cosmetic material
feeding container according to the first embodiment, the
third embodiment is an excellent invention that feeding
slide is carried out by the rod 232 of the core chuck mem-
ber 230 and frictional resistance in the elastic cylindrical
body 260 and this provides the sensation of smooth
feed-out and slide.
[0104] Next, In Fig. 23, a stick type cosmetic material
feeding container 301 according to a fourth embodiment
of the present invention will be shown. In the fourth em-
bodiment, there is provided an elastic cylindrical body
360 which the elastic cylindrical body 260 and the base
220 according to the third embodiment are formed as
one body using an elastic member.
[0105] As described above, the elastic cylindrical
body 360 is entirely formed using elastic substance and
therefore the number of parts can be reduced and it is
not necessary to assemble the base and the elastic cy-
lindrical body which are separately installed, thereby im-
proving the productivity.
[0106] Incidentally, other constitution is the same as
that of the third embodiment, and therefore the identical
numeral references will be attached to the correspond-
ing parts and the description of the parts will be omitted.
[0107] In Fig. 24, a stick type cosmetic material feed-
ing container 401 according to a fifth embodiment is
shown.
[0108] In the fifth embodiment, as compared with the
first embodiment, an elastic cylindrical body 460 has a
spiral groove 461 in which elastic deformation takes
place, and a spiral section 434 of a core chuck member

430 is spirally engaged with the spiral groove 461.
[0109] The spiral groove 461 is formed on an inner
circumference of a through hole of the elastic cylindrical
body 460, and the spiral section 434 is constituted by a
group of projections arranged at a prescribed interval
on a helix of a male screw. It is arranged such that these
projections and the spiral groove 461 are spirally en-
gaged. Incidentally, it can be arranged such that there
is a space between the spiral groove 464 and the spiral
section 434 so as to prevent friction from arising when
the core chuck member 430 advances and retreats.
[0110] Also in this embodiment, the core chuck mem-
ber 430 moves due to relative rotations of a front cylinder
410 and a container body 403. When the core chuck
member 430 reaches the uppermost limit or the lower-
most limit, in other words, when a stopper member 470
comes into contact with a lower surface of the elastic
cylindrical body 460 or a bottom surface of the container
body 403, the core chuck member 430 races in this po-
sition while elastic deformation takes place at the spiral
groove 464 due to the spiral section 434. Thus, an over-
load imposed on the stick type cosmetic material feed-
ing container 401 is released, thereby preventing the
breakdown.
[0111] Incidentally, the rotation regulating mechanism
of the present invention is not, limited to the mechanism
described in each of the embodiments described above.
The mechanism is satisfactory as long as it has means
for synchronously rotating the front cylinder and the core
chuck member or means for synchronously rotating the
container body and the core chuck member. Thus, it
goes without saying that various mechanisms can be
adopted.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0112] The stick type cosmetic material feeding con-
tainer according to the present invention avoids an over-
load at the feed-out uppermost limit and the feed-in low-
ermost limit and prevents the damage.

Claims

1. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container in
which a stick type cosmetic material is housed com-
prising:

a core chuck member having a cosmetic mate-
rial retaining section for retaining the stick type
cosmetic material and a spiral section which is
coaxial with the cosmetic material retaining
section; and
an elastic cylindrical body whose inner circum-
ferential surface to be spirally engaged with the
spiral section is an elastic deformational en-
gagement section, wherein the stick type cos-
metic material is fed out through the core chuck
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member due to relative rotations of the elastic
cylindrical body and the core chuck member.

2. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container in
which a stick type cosmetic material is housed com-
prising:

a front cylinder which feeds out the stick type
cosmetic material through its tip opening hole;
a container body having means for rotatably
connecting the container body to the front cyl-
inder;
a core chuck member having a cosmetic mate-
rial retaining section for retaining the stick type
cosmetic material and a spiral section which is
coaxial with the cosmetic material retaining
section;
a rotation regulating mechanism for synchro-
nously rotating the front cylinder and the core
chuck member;
an elastic cylindrical body having a through
hole whose diameter is smaller than an outside
diameter of the spiral section of the core chuck
member;
engagement means for synchronously rotating
the elastic cylindrical body and the container
body;
an engagement section which is provided on an
inner circumferential surface of the through
hole and can be deformed; and
a spiral engagement mechanism which is con-
stituted by spiral engagement of the spiral sec-
tion with the deformational engagement sec-
tion.

3. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container in
which a stick type cosmetic material is housed com-
prising:

a front cylinder which feeds out the stick type
cosmetic material through its tip opening hole;
a container body having means for rotatably
connecting the container body to the front cyl-
inder;
a core chuck member having a cosmetic mate-
rial retaining section for retaining the stick type
cosmetic material and a spiral section which is
coaxial with the cosmetic material retaining
section;
a rotation regulating mechanism for synchro-
nously rotating the container body and the core
chuck member;
an elastic cylindrical body having a through
hole whose diameter is smaller than an outside
diameter of the spiral section of the core chuck
member;
engagement means for synchronously rotating
the elastic cylindrical body and the front cylin-

der;
a deformational engagement section which is
provided on an inner circumferential surface of
the through hole; and
a spiral engagement mechanism which is con-
stituted by spiral engagement of the deforma-
tional engagement section and the spiral sec-
tion.

4. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 through 3, wherein
the spiral section of the core chuck member is a
multiple-threaded screw.

5. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container ac-
cording to claim 4, wherein the spiral section of the
core chuck member presses the engagement sec-
tion, thereby forming a spiral engagement surface.

6. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container ac-
cording to claim 4, wherein the engagement section
is made by providing a plurality of projections on an
inner circumferential surface of the through hole of
the elastic cylindrical body.

7. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container ac-
cording to claim 4, wherein the engagement section
is made by providing a spiral groove on an inner
circumferential surface of the through hole of the
elastic cylindrical body.

8. A stick type cosmetic material feeding container ac-
cording to claim 2 or claim 3, wherein when the front
cylinder and the container body relatively rotate, the
elastic cylindrical body synchronously rotates with
either of the front cylinder and the container body,
and also the elastic cylindrical body has means for
giving resistance to relative rotations of the front cyl-
inder and the container body.
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